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	Auction 274


	
		See prices realized 273 at: http://www.vlastos.gr/catalogues/167.pdf

Unsold lots 273: http://www.vlastos.gr/catalogues/168.pdf
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	All Lots
PREADHESIVES - ESSAYS (2)
1896 OLYMPIC GAMES (18)
1900 - 1901 OVERPRINTS (100)
1901 - 1906 ISSUES (45)
ENGRAVED - LITHOGRAPHIC ISSUES (46)
1912 - 1913 HELLENIC ADMINISTRATION (84)
1913 - 1923 ISSUES (73)
1924 - 1944 ISSUES (74)
1945 - TODAY ISSUES (140)
AIRPOST STAMPS (66)
CHARITY STAMPS (46)
POSTAGE DUE STAMPS (50)
NATIONAL RESISTANCE ISSUES (37)
UNOFFICIAL ISSUES (6)
MOUNT ATHOS (73)
DEDEAGATZ (6)
DODECANESE (113)
EPIRUS (29)
SALONICA (29)
THRACE - PORTO LAGOS (36)
IONIAN ISLANDS (17)
KAVALLA (6)
CRETE (60)
CRETE - FOREIGN P.O. (31)
LEMNOS (19)
SAMOS (16)
VARIOUS LOTS (7)
THESSALY (5)
ICARIA (2)
MYTILENE (5)
CHIOS (1)
SMYRNE (1)
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	Picture	Lot number	Description	Symbol	Starting price	Sold price
	
					
						[image: 1003]
					
					
					
						1003					
					
					
						(133), 1 lep. in B25. F					
					[image: ]	80.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1004]
					
					
					
						1004					
					
					
						(133), 1 lep. in corner B12 with inscription"A 2002" on margin and stamped on gum with "ΤΑΜΕΙΟΝ ΠΑΤΡΩΝ". RR and SUPERB					
					[image: ]	300.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1005]
					
					
					
						1005					
					
					
						(133/134, 134a), 1 lep., 2 lep. full sheet of 25 (without margins). One stamp of 2 lep. (pos. 11) without engraver's name. F					
					[image: ]	160.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1006]
					
					
					
						1006					
					
					
						(133A, 133B), 1 lep. in sheetlet of 50 (2 sheetlets of 25 including 5 gutter pairs). R and VF					
					[image: ]	1000.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1007]
					
					
					
						1007					
					
					
						(134), 2 lep. in B25. One stamp without engraver's name, Pos. 10. F					
					[image: ]	90.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1008]
					
					
					
						1008					
					
					
						REGISTERED P.S. COVER 20 lep. (Strat. Φ1), posted to Egypt, in combination with 2 lep. (5) and 25 lep. pair (Vl. 134, 138), cancelled with "3 ΑΘΗΝΑΙ 3 2 ΜΑΪΟΣ 1896" cds type VI. Backstamped with cds "ISMAILIA". VF					
					[image: ]	800.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1009]
					
					
					
						1009					
					
					
						(134A, 134B), 2 lep. in sheetlet of 50 (2 sheetlets of 25 including 5 gutter pairs), with plate number "A. 2003" and official cachet on one corner on backside. Pos. 5 and 10 without engraver's name. Rare and VF					
					[image: ]	900.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1010]
					
					
					
						1010					
					
					
						(137/137B), 20 lep. in corner B8 with 2 gutter-pairs without hinge. Very fresh and SUPERB					
					[image: ]	1500.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1011]
					
					
					
						1011					
					
					
						(137), 20 lep. cancelled with "25.3.96 ΠΑΤΡΑΙ" FD of circulation. VF					
					[image: ]	100.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1012]
					
					
					
						1012					
					
					
						(138A), 25 lep. in complete sheetlet of 10 without margins. Some perforation defects on the right side					
					[image: ]	800.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1014]
					
					
					
						1014					
					
					
						(139A), 40 lep. sheetlet of 10 without margins. VF					
					[image: ]	950.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1015]
					
					
					
						1015					
					
					
						(140), 60 lep. strip of 5. SUPERB					
					[image: ]	600.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1016]
					
					
					
						1016					
					
					
						REGISTERED COVER, franked with 60 lep. (Vl. 140), cancelled with "ΚΕΡΚΥΡΑ" cds. Arrival cds. Address cut off. F					
					[image: ]	180.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1017]
					
					
					
						1017					
					
					
						(140B), 60 lep. in gutter pair. Rare and VF					
					[image: ]	650.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1018]
					
					
					
						1018					
					
					
						(141/142), 1 Dr., 2 Drs. F					
					[image: ]	24.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1019]
					
					
					
						1019					
					
					
						(142), 2 Drs. olive u/m. VF					
					[image: ]	900.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1020]
					
					
					
						1020					
					
					
						(143), 5 Drs. green. VF					
					[image: ]	260.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1021]
					
					
					
						1021					
					
					
						(145/149), 5 values cpl. set + 30 lep. and 3 Drs. in different colour shade. VF					
					[image: ]	150.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1022]
					
					
					
						1022					
					
					
						(145/149), small collection of overprints on Large Hermes heads in 2 album pages. 37 pieces of mixed quality. Some overprints doubtful					
					[image: ]	60.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 1024]
					
					
					
						1024					
					
					
						(145, 145A, 146, 146A, 147, 147A, 148, 149), 8 values cpl. set. 5 Drs. (Vl. 149) signed by VLASTOS PHILATELIC AUCTIONS. VF					
					[image: ]	100.00€	
					120.00€				
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